CURRENT PLAN

LEGEND
1. raised crosswalk
2. street planting
3. multi-use lawn
4. seating/play wall
5. interactive garden
6. planted area
7. sloped walk
8. plaza/meeting space
9. benches
10. windbreak grove
11. trellis/covered picnic & seating
12. paseo
13. bulbout for pedestrian crossing
14. playground
15. bike parking
16. disabled loading
17. windbreak shrubs

BLOCK 1 (Grocery)

BLOCK 2 (Flex Retail)

BLOCK 3 (Retail Frontage)

BLOCK 4

ITALIAN STONE PINE
MEXICAN FAN PALM
BRISBANE BOX
MONTEREY CYPRESS
CATALINA IRONWOOD
RED MAPLE
RIVER BIRCH
SHRUBS

COMMENTS AND FEEDBACK ON PROPOSED “LELAND GREENWAY” LINEAR PARK
email a photo or scan of your comments to: jordan.harrison@sfgov.org
or mail to Jordan Harrison, 30 van ness, 3rd floor, san francisco, ca 94102

BAYSHORE BLVD
STREET A

LELAND AVENUE

PLAYGROUND

GATEWAY PLANTINGS
WINDBREAK PLANTINGS
MULTI-USE LAWN
TRELLIS/COVERED PICNIC
INTERACTIVE GARDEN
LELAND PLAYGROUND

CHOOSE 1 OF THE EARLY CHILDHOOD AND 1 OF THE 5-12 YEAR OLD PLAY OPTIONS

EARLY CHILDHOOD PLAY OPTIONS:

LOW- LITERAL PLAY

LOW- ABSTRACT PLAY

5-12 YEAR OLD PLAY OPTIONS:

LOW- LITERAL PLAY

LOW- ABSTRACT PLAY

HIGH- LITERAL PLAY

HIGH- ABSTRACT PLAY

email a photo or scan of your comments to: jordan.harrison@sfgov.org
or mail to Jordan Harrison, 30 van ness, 3rd floor, san francisco, ca 94102